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Welcome to issue Volume 20/3 (2006), and I hope you enjoy this, the third issue of our 20th year in publishing of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views'). The mixture here should provide something
that everyone will find of interest. This issue includes the second part of the de Havilland Dove article (part 1
was in issue 19/4) plus some interesting out of the ordinary material on CAC Sabres.
In adition we have our regaular features from Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Clarke Cone, Jim Grant, Ley Reynolds and the RAAF Oddity series. I have also put together selections of photos via Defence Media site of
the Army deployments and their vehicles in Afghanistan and Iraq, plus the 2006 bi-annual RAAF Pitch Black
excercise. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that
one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other
material in this issue, in particular the following - Mark Webb, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Clarke Cone, Jim
Grant, Ley Reynolds, DOD, Navy & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals
are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission. Also we wish to thank
'Napoleon's of Sydney' for extending the facility of a 5% discount to club members. See the last page for
their advertisement and details of the shop.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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By Roger Lambert
This is the original photo that was in an issue of 'Navy News' and was the basis for the original article. The photo in NN was
however reproduced in Black/ White only which led to a number of mis-interpretations in the colours (details further on - Editor). Photo: RAN Official via Navy News.
Background
Many modellers would be familiar with the story of the CAC Mk32
Sabre that appeared briefly in RAN colours at RAAF Amberley in the
early eighties. For some time now I have been actively searching for
the story behind the Navy Sabre, a photograph and if possible, those
who were responsible for this one-of-a-kind paint scheme.
From an article by John Corsair in "News & Views", I was able to
glean that a Sabre had indeed been repainted in RAN colours, but
not just any colours. The aircraft was finished in Oxford Blue, and
White with Kangaroo roundels in at least four positions and black
NAVY titles on the fuselage, black serials (A94-922) and matt black
anti-dazzle panel in front of the cockpit. The usual natural metal areas remained around the cannon ports and the exhaust pipe.
John Corsair's brief article in the then IPMS(NSW) magazine "News
and Views" (issue 1990/2 - Ed), gave the colour references for this
The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Road
Ryde NSW 2112

aircraft. While the colour call-outs for the fuselage and wings
seemed logical (Oxford Blue and White), I was puzzled by the Light
Aircraft Grey given for the nose and wing tips. It seemed little incongruous to me that someone would take the time to repaint the airframe in Oxford Blue and White, and combine this with Grey, especially when the 724 Squadron fin flash was Golden Yellow,
According to the article, the aircraft was repainted during an Aircraft
Surface Finishers Course at RAAF Amberley and that Navy personnel attending that course had been responsible for the colourful repaint. That made sense but left me wondering as to what were the
facts behind the paint job.
A letter to the editor of RAAF News solicited a response from a Defence member who very kindly forwarded a colour photograph of A94922 in her freshly painted 'NAVY' scheme. Immediately, there was
the evidence that the nose cone and wing tips weren't Grey but were
in fact Golden Yellow. Now where have we seen that scheme before.
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Yes, it's a variation of the Macchi MB326H that was based at HMAS
Albatross and had been painted in the Oxford Blue and White ships
colours but with Golden Yellow wing tip tanks and the stylised fin flash
of 724 Squadron. This Macchi comes into play later in the article.

introduced to the Sabre that was then painted in RAAF 75 Squadron
colours. The next module of the course was to prepare the aircraft and
repaint it in a K52B paint system. All students were invited to design a
paint scheme for the repaint.

Enquiries with Australia's Museum of Flight (formerly Australian Naval
Aviation Museum) suggested that a copy of the colour photograph used
to hang for some time in the hut of the aircraft refuellers farm on the
base at HMAS Albatross. The scant details about the aircraft and the
Surface Finishers Course were thus substantiated but no other details
were forthcoming. Until now.

During the latter phases of the paint strip, a unique RAN Macchi, flown
by Captain Toz Dadswell (1), Commanding Officer HMAS Albatross and
operated by 724 Squadron, landed at RAAF Amberley. His Macchi was
painted in HMAS Albatross ships colours being Oxford Blue and White.
To indicate the aircraft was operated by 724 Squadron, it had Golden
Yellow tail flashes and wingtip tanks. Captain Dadswell was and still is
I recently received an unexpected email from an Andy Brown entitled held in very high regard as a pioneering naval aviator who always had
"Sabre with a Twist - the Facts". Andy takes up the story:
time for the troops. As there were several Naval Aviation personnel at
Amberley at the time, on exchange postings or courses, Captain Dad“With great delight I have just come across your letter about a CAC Mk swell was shown the venues where we were employed or being trained.
32 Sabre that carried RAN livery. I remember this event distinctly. I was
one of the three RAN members on the RAAF No 26 Aircraft Surface When he visited the Surface Finishing training centre, he asked me
Finishers course conducted at RAAF Amberley in 1982. Myself (Petty what was the next step in our training programme and I replied that the
Officer Andy Brown), and Leading Seamen Tony Brooks and Mark course members had been invited to design a paint scheme for the SaWebb.
bre. He looked over his shoulder to his Macchi aircraft and said, "The
Macchi looks good boys". His challenge was accepted.
One of the initial modules of the course required us to complete a total
paint strip of an aircraft. Along with RMAF and RAAF students, we were

This is another original RAN Official photo that was taken at the same time as the heading photo. Being however reproduced in
Black/ White only, one can see why mis-interpretations in the colours occured. The anti-glare panel is no longer distinguishable, and the nose cone and wingtips could be several different colours. Interesting to note that there was also apparently a
Winjeel used for similar Surface Finishers training at Amberley at that time. Wonder what schemes IT received over the years.
Photo: RAN Official via Mark Webb.
Executing the Plan

roundels applied.

Mark, Tony and I made a concept drawing and presented it to the other
course members that was received in favour, and subsequently approved by the training team. We all were aware that within three weeks
of the completion of the K52B system repaint the aircraft would be
stripped so that next phase of the course could be achieved.

Andy replied: "In answer to your question regarding the underwing
roundels, yes we did." Note that the Oxford Blue of the upper surfaces
of the wings wrapped around the leading edge of the wings and that the
under surfaces of the wings were finished in Aluminium. The under
surfaces of the tailplanes were finished in Oxford Blue.

The Amberley photographers were called in and produced a number of And the epilogue?
colour 10 x 8's and several 6x4 black & white photographs."
"The Chief of the Air Force (CAF) landed later in the day of my meeting
Andy added a postscript that advised that there was an epilogue to the with Toz and saw the Sabre on the tarmac being photographed with Toz
story. In responding to Andy to thank him for such a detailed explana- in the near background. Toz Dadswell and the 1982 CAF had trained as
tion for the reason that the RAN paint scheme was applied to A94-922, I pilots in Point Cook and were fighting friends. However, Toz seemed to
could not help but ask what the epilogue was. I also asked him to con- win more often than not.
firm, for the sake of modellers, whether the aircraft had the underwing
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Two photos (from slides) of the A4G scheme that
was applied to A94-922 at one stage, consisting of
overall Light Gull Grey. Sorry they are a bit dark,
but so are the colour originals !!
Photos: Mark Webb.

CAF and Dadswell met later that evening at an Amberley Officers that modellers can accurately depict this 'RAN' CAC Mk32 Sabre.
Mess Dinner. CAF to Toz, "You've stung me again".
To continue the RAN theme on a RAAF aircraft, Mark was also able to
Unfortunately, a lot earlier than the training schedule allowed, all confirm that they also painted this airframe in overall Light Gull Grey.
traces of the RAN livery were removed by only Tony, Mark and myself." Yes, the same as an A4G Skyhawk. Mark provided me with scans of
photographs of the 'Macchi' scheme that were taken by RAAF PR at
I had to laugh about the rivalry between Captain Dadswell and the the time.
CAF. It seems that while the Senior Service may have had the upper
hand for a while, CAF may have had the last word on the RAN Sabre.
Some time later, Mark advised me that he'd forgotten that he had
taken 35mm slides of the Sabre. He very kindly loaned me the slides
And isn't it interesting - the guys that came up with the scheme had to for scanning. Fortunately for modellers, combining the PR photographs
remove the scheme - and much earlier than normal. I suspect that CAF and the slides enables us to clearly see the demarcation lines of the
had words with the Base Commander, Amberley and that word quickly upper surface colours and the aluminium under surfaces.
filtered down to whomever was running the Surface Finishers Course.
Thus the one and only 'RAN' Sabre was no more. But was it the one Not only do Mark's slides show the 'Macchi' scheme, but they also
and only 'RAN' Sabre?
show two images of the A4G scheme. Now there's something different.
The RAN colour scheme applied to A94-922 has also been confirmed Mark was also able to advise me that they had also painted A94-922
by Leading Seaman Mark Webb, the second of the three RAN person- Hot Pink. Sadly, we don't have the photographic evidence of this latter
nel attending the Aircraft Surface Finishers course at Amberley in scheme, so you'll have to use your imagination.
1982. Mark was able to 'fill in the gaps' of this unique paint scheme so

CAC Sabre Mk.30, Const No CA27-22, serial A94-922, No 26 Aircraft Surface Finishers course, RAAF Amberley, 1982.
This scheme is overall gloss Light Gull Grey, with RAAF roundels (smaller than normal) probably in six positions, and tail flashes. A94-922 serials are Black (either side of fuselage). At the time of the photos, no anti-glare panel was carried, it is not known if one was added later as
would be expected.
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Another RAN Official photo of A94-922, taken from an angle which shows the positioning of the roundels and the Red refuelling
point markings to advantage. Photo: RAN Official via Mark Webb.

Modelling the 'RAN' Sabre A94-922

National Insignia

1. Kangaroo roundels were applied in all six positions; note that these
roundels were smaller than the conventional roundel to accommodate
To model this unique Sabre, you will need the High Planes/Red Roo the 'RAN' colour scheme.
CAC Avon Sabre conversion and a Sabre kit with the 6.3 wing and wing 2. No fin stripe was applied, this being replaced by the 724 Squadron fin
fences. In 1/48 scale, although the conversion is designed for use with flash.
either kit, the Academy F86 Sabre is probably easier to work with than
Footnote
the Hasegawa kit.
Kit and Conversion

1. Lieutenant Commander T.A. (Toz) Dadswell was the Commanding
Officer of 816 Squadron when, on 10 February 1964, while flying a RAN
The following colour references (all gloss colours except where noted) Fairey Gannet on night touch and goes on HMAS Melbourne, he witnessed first hand the tragic collision between the aircraft carrier and her
are applicable to this aircraft:
destroyer escort, HMAS Voyager. Lieutenant Commander Dadswell
progressed to the rank of Commodore and went on to assume com1. Oxford Blue (BS 318C - later BS 381C 105)
mand of HMAS Albatross on 5 August 1981. It was in this role that he
2. Golden Yellow (BS 318C - later BS 381C 356)
visited the Aircraft Surface Finishers Course at Amberley in 724 Squad3. White (FS 595A 17875)
ron's Macchi and the rest as they say is history.
4. Black (FS 595A 37038)
5. Insignia Red (FS 595A 31105)
Colour References

As briefly mentioned on the previous pages, the detailed colour call- Acknowledgements
outs for this 'RAN' Sabre are:
1. John Corsair - "News and Views", IPMS (NSW) Magazine article 'R.
A.N. Sabre' (No Particular Theme Issue, 1990) for stirring my interest in
1. Golden Yellow - nose cap, wing tips and 724 Squadron fin flash.
2. Black - '22' on the nose cap, "NAVY" fuselage titles and serials, and this unique CAC Sabre.
2. RAAF Public Relations for the RAAF Official Photograph.
pilot's footstep indicating stripe below the cockpit (both sides).
3. Matt Black - anti-dazzle panel in front of the cockpit and dielectric 3. Petty Office Andy Brown (retired), RAN, for providing the first-hand
facts on the paint scheme.
panel on the nose cone.
4. Gloss Red - fuel dump pipe, port rear; fuel cap surrounds and ejec- 4. Leading Seaman Mark Webb (retired), RAN, for also providing the
first-hand facts on the paint scheme as well as personal photographs.
tion seat warning triangles.
5. Aluminium - fuselage under surface; the demarcation lines between 5. Steve Mackenzie and Ryan Hamilton who keep cajoling me to come
the lower fuselage Oxford Blue and the Aluminium can be clearly seen up with interesting articles.
6. (Editor) Also Mark Newton for the drawings in the original 1990 article
in the accompanying photographs.
and myself for the new drawings in this issue.
6. Natural Metal - area surrounding the jet exhaust; cannon ports.
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CAC Sabre Mk.30, Const No CA27-22, serial A94-922, No 26 Aircraft Surface Finishers course, RAAF Amberley, 1982.
This scheme is overall gloss Oxford Blue (BS 381C 105), with a White (FS 595A 17875) panel on the fuselage sides and upper wings. Undersurfaces are overall Aluminium, apart from the lower horizontal tail planes which are Oxford Blue. RAAF roundels (smaller than normal) are carried in six positions. Tail flashes are replaced by the Golden Yellow (BS 381C 356) 724 Squadron fin flash, the nose cap and wing tips are in
the same colour. A94-922 serials, 'Navy' titles and 'last 2' (22) on the nose are Black (either side of fuselage). A semi-matt Black anti-glare
panel was carried, other details are as per Roger's notes on previous page.
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Head-on photo of A94-922 in the 'RAN Macchi' scheme. Here the Aluminium colour under the nose can be clearly seen in the
original colour scan. Photo: Mark Webb.

Two photos of Mark Webb by A94-922 while undergoing
painting in the hangar at Amberley. Note at the time that the
portside photo was taken, the 'Kangaroo' had not yet been
completed in the fuselage roundel.
Photos: from slides supplied by Mark Webb.
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Two more photos of A94-922 after it had been completed and rolled out of the paint hangar. Close study of the colour originals shows the extent of the Aluminium lower surfaces. Photos: from slides supplied by Mark Webb.
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One final scheme. '922' probably had dozens of colour schemes over the years if it was repeatedly repainted on every Surface
Finishers Course. Photos are of course extremely rare but one that has surfaced is this 'Baby Blue' scheme scheme from reportedly 1988. Photo: from Internet, source unknown.

One last photo of Mark Webb, included as a tribute to the man himself. Photo: Mark Webb.
As Editor, I would like to thank Mark Webb for his assistance in tracking down the FULL story (told here for the first time) of the 'RAN Macchi'
scheme that was applied to A94-922 and for supplying the photos and slides that were used as reference material for this article (Steve
Mackenzie).
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Or should that be walkthrough.........Alan passed the following photos os
an Aussie Army M113 on display, which should be of assistance to anyone wanting to super detail the many kits of the type available.
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7KH%ORFK
by Ley Reynolds
The efforts of the French armed forces in the first year of WW2 are often
belittled by pommie and septic writers (the fome conveniently forget that
upwards of 100,000 French poilu's went into POW camps 'for the duration' after providing the rearguard while the BEF ran away at Bunkergue,
and the latter came from a nation who only enter wars once the hard
work has been done!) despite the fact that Armee de l'Air losses during
the Battle of France were horrific, often in excess of 50% of aircraft despatched. Similarly various French aircraft of the period receive bad press
regardless of their technical merits - none had the luxury of development
over several years as had, for example, the Spitfire and the Mustang.

Bloch 151/152
There followed a bewildering away of changes to the cowl and oil cooler
in an attempt to correct the problems. Additionally minor changes were
made to the wing profile and top-shape resulting in the Bloch 152. As the
MB 151 and 152 were interspersed on the production line there is now
no accurate way to differentiate between them (although most aircraft
numbered 1-100 were MB 151's).

There followed a bewildering away of changes to the cowl and oil cooler
in an attempt to correct the problems. Additionally minor changes were
made to the wing profile and top-shape resulting in the Bloch 152. As the
Bloch 150/151
MB 151 and 152 were interspersed on the production line there is now
no accurate way to differentiate between them (although most aircraft
The Bloch 150 was dear old Marcel's first foray into the field of high per- numbered 1-100 were MB 151's).
formance monoplane fighters, and was anything but a success.
The current available information suggests the following evolution.
Powered by a Gnome Rhone 14 Kfs, 14 cylinder radial, 850hp and having the armament of two Hispano Suiza HS404 20mm cannon was an 1. 750mm cowl opening, narrow carburettor intake and semi-circular oil
aircraft with different tapers on the outer and inner wings giving the ap- cooler, small circular intake on the upper nose offset to starboard. Genpearance of sweepback and a short undercarriage. On its abortive first erally MB 151's had machine gun armament and MB 152's cannon.
flight in July 1936, it became apparent that its usefulness as a fighter Flush fitting GAL exhausts on the cowl.
would be limited due to its reluctance to leave the ground. Whit a new
wing of increased area and a new taller Messier undercarriage, a belated 2. Larger semi-circular oil cooler, 850mm cowl opening, narrow carburetfirst flight was achieved on 29 September 1937. Despite these modifica- tor intake and GAL exhausts.
tions and a new engine, the GR14N21, giving 1,O3Ohp the MB I5Os
performance still fell considerably short of acceptable.
3. 1000mm cowl opening, stepped undernose intakes with the forward
one feeding the carburettor and the rear lower one providing cooling air
When the Armee de l'Air issued Plan V calling for the delivery of 940 to the rear cylinders. Either the larger semi-circular or ultimate box-type
fighters within a twelve month period, even best estimates predicted only oil cooler. GAL exhausts. OR 14N25 engine driving a Gnome Rhone
285 MS 406s would be completed. Equally in short supply was the liquid- Type 2590 propeller of 3070mm diameter.
cooled Hispano-Suiza 12Y. However powered by a radial engine that
made no call on HS 12Y production, the MB 150 was ordered into pro- 4. Twin exhaust pipes, manual cowl flaps and 850mm cowl opening. Box
duction in an attempt to reduce the shortage of modern fighters.
type oil cooler with large semi-circular carburettor intake GR 14N49 engine driving a Chauviere 371 propeller of 3060mm diameter.
Being a hand-built prototype, the MB 150 was unsuitable for mass production and was redesigned to aid manufacture. Emerging as the Bloch Generally MB 151's and MB 152's 1,2 and 3 were delivered to training
MB 151 with wing of increased span but reduced chord, a 870hp CR units as only the last version was considered 'combat ready' . Eventually
14N1 I driving a Ratier airscrew and provision for two additional 7.5mm equipping seven Groupes de Chasse the type's two 20mm cannon
MAC 1934 machine guns. Flown on 18 August 1938, the Bloch fighter proved particularly effective against bombers. Bloch pilots claimed 146
was still far from perfect, notably suffering from engine and oil overheat- enemy aircraft during the Battle of France, while 270 MB 151/152 were
ing, the former as a result of the close fitting cowling.
lost from all courses ( approximately 80 in combat) and two of their number, Sergent Teillet and Capitaine Coutand becoming aces in the process.
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By Jim Grant

Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of
Western Australia (AHMWA) sent me a series of photos of walkarounds
that he had done over the years of various AFVs etc. I will be running
some on a regular basis in these pages.
For a change, as we have some AFV material from Alan Yee this issue,
this batch is of a walkaround of of an ex Singaporean Air Force T-33.
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By Steve Mackenzie
Another instalment of photos from the Al Muthanna Task Group (which
we have covered before). Once again Bushmasters and ASLAVs much
in evidence with some good details of individual equipment and uniforms. Info below is once again from the Defence website. There are
many more images of this type of the Defence Media website for those
interested.
"The Al Muthanna Task Group (AMTG 3) has two tasks, to provide a
secure environment for the Japanese Iraq Reconstruction and Support
Group (JIRSG) and to assist in the training of local Iraqi Army units so
they are able to take over the internal and external defence of their
country.

Operation Catalyst commenced on 16 July 2003 following on from Operation Falconer. Working with the Interim Iraqi Government, the ADF
continues to contribute to Multinational Force efforts to develop a secure and stable environment in Iraq and assist national recovery programs.
Operation Catalyst currently comprises approximately 1400 Australian
Defence Force personnel. Operation Catalyst runs concurrently with
Operation Slipper, Australia's contribution to the War on Terror."

Editor's Notes - These photos were downloaded in their original large
format (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original forOperation Catalyst is the Australian Defence Force's (ADF's) contribu- mat) from the ADF Media Site (as listed below). See the site if you wish
tion to the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Iraq.
to obtain the original larger scans (Steve)
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by Steve Mackenzie
By co-incidence, I have located a couple of photos of CAC Sabres
that were used in conjunction with the British 'Blue Jay' (later named
Firestreak) missile trials that were conducted in Australia in the 1950s.
As these included CAC Mk.30 Sabre A94-922 which features in
Roger's article on the 'RAN Sabre', I thought it would be a good time
to include them in RAAF Oddities. The two airframes I have photos of
were A94-915 and 922. Both are early production Mk.30s and as such
have at that stage the early style of gun chute door which is a simple
rectangular plate which hinges open for firing and is usually flush
when closed on the ground (so much so that it is not visible on the
photo of '915') and a wing with slats and no wing fence (surviving
Mk.30s such as '922' were retrofitted with the '6-3' wing and wing
fences later).

The missiles appear to be probably Red in colour with Grey fins and
what looks to be a Nat Metal pointy bit. Note that there is a very small
roundel visible on one of the fins of the 'Blue Jay'. The two Sabres
have standard roundels and fin flashes of the time (pre 'Kangaroo'
roundels), with quite large gloss Black anti-glare panels (larger than
that carried by '922' in her RAN scheme) and with the forward canopy
framing also painted Black (looks quite snazzy actually......).

CAC Sabre Mk.30, Const No CA27-22, serial A94-922, Air Trials Unit, RAAF Avalon later at Edinburgh, 1955.
Overall Natural Metal with gloss Black anti-glare panels and with the forward canopy framing also painted Black. Blue/ White/ Red RAAF roundels in six positions and fin flashes. Serials in Black. 'Blue Jay' missile colours as per text above.
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To fill up the space, a great photo of Bushmasters from Operation Slipper (see later for balance of the article) (Steve)
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5XVVLDQ7DW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ*URXQGV
by Clark Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measurement of many of them for reference for kits that have been released
over the years.

26

Clark Cone of North Carolina, USA has agreed to allow us to present
his walkarounds of much of this equipment for reference purposes. All
of the photos on these pages are the copyright of Clark Cone of North
Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written
authorisation.

This time however we will have a look at a standard post war Russian
MBT, the T-54.

Clark has generously allowed our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them as reference
files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropiate photo credits being acknowledged.

These photos are intended to assist with detailing a model of the T-54,
many of which exist in the standard 1/72 and 1/35 scales.

The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half
divided into 6" and 1" segments.
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By Steve Mackenzie
de Havilland DH 104 Dove 5, VH-MMN 'RMA Nullagine' of MacRobertson Miller Airlines, April 1960. Photo: AHMWA P162788 via
Mick Mirkovic.
This article continues our look at the use of the deH 104 'Dove' in our local region, quite a few of which flew in Australia (in the region of 50 odd).
Mick Mirkovic was kind enough to dig out some photos for us, which
have formed the basis of many of the airframes drawn in this series. I
have some further schemes apart from the ones covered here which will
probably feature in a later issue.</p>

quired three Doves from Airlines of WA (VH-AWA, AWD and AWF) and
operated them as VH-MMN, VH-MMO and VH-MMP respectively in Nov
1955. VH-MMO and VH-MMP were sold in 1959, but the other VH-MMN
was retained till 1968 and used on Air Charter work. MMA used a number of colour schemes on their three Doves over the years. Two were illustrated previously, another one is in this issue.

All Dove Mk.1 series were basically the same (minor differences in the
Gypsy Queen engines in the various sub-marks are not noticable externally). The main differences that should be noted by the modeler being in
the exact shape of the cockpit enclosure and windows, the bulge above
the cockpit including the wierd D.F loop housing and aerial attachment
fairing and the position and size of various aerials and collision beacons.
These seem to differ between every airframe. Note the photos and drawings carefully.

This scheme (described in the caption below) was apparently the interim
one between the two illustrated in issue 19/4. It is basically similar to the
'Air Charter' one but with MMA titles in place of the 'Air Charter' logos. It
was probably applied to all three airframes as there are photos here of
both MMN and MMO in this scheme.

MacRobertson Miller Airlines Continued

There are also a couple of photos of VH-MMO 'RMA Ord' in this same
scheme (see two pages over) so it was definately in use before two of
the airframes were sold in 1959. I assume that VH-MMP probably wore it
also but photos are not available to me. In my opinion, this is the nicest
of the three MMA schemes.

As noted in part 1 (issue 19/4), MacRobertson Miller Airlines (MMA) ac-

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04104, VH-MMN, 'RMA Nullagine', MacRobertson Miller Airlines, circa 1950s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a Red pin stripe separating the two. MMA titles on the fuselage were in
Black with the leading letter of each word in Red. Regos VH-MMN are in Black, as is the name 'RMA Nullagine' (carried to both Port & Starboard
at this stage), and anti-glare panel. The aerial above the fuselage is striped Red/White. Note the whip aerial, sited on the starboard side of the
cockpit fairing and that the 'last' letter (N) of the rego is carried on the nose wheel door in Black.
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Two photos of de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-MMN 'RMA Nullagine' of MMA, at the entrance to it's hangar. Note the 'N' on the
nose wheel door. Photos: AHMWA # P943554 & P943555 & via Mick Mirkovic.
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And one more of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, VH-MMN of MMA, which appears to be taken at the same time as the previous
two. Photo: AHMWA # P943555 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04091, VH-MMO, 'RMA Ord', MacRobertson Miller Airlines, circa 1950s.
Colour scheme is identical to that of VH-MMN on a previous page (see notes).

The two photos of de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, VH-MMO of
MacRobertson Miller Airlines, mentioned above. P010744 was
taken at Milingimbi Station on 22 Oct 1957. Photos: AHMWA #
MMA981VH-MMO R.M.A.Ord & P010744 via Mick Mirkovic.
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de Havilland DH.104 Dove, VH-AQP of Airlines (WA) Ltd at Port Hedland. Photo: AHMWA # P010383 via Mick Mirkovic.
Airlines (WA) Ltd
Another long running West Australian Airline, they operated a total of
six Doves between 1946 and 1955. The first three (received in 1946/7)
were originally registered VH-AQO, VH-AQP and VH-AZY. In Oct 1951
VH-AQO was written off after crashing near Karrawang WA. The survivors VH-AQP and AZY were re-registered as VH-AWB and VH-AWD
in Jun/Jul 1953.

At that stage they were joined by three more which gained the registrations VH-AWA, AWE and AWF. VH-AWE and VH-AWF were ex
Mandated Airlines airframes VH-MAL and VH-MAB respectively (we
illustrated VH-MAL in issue 19/4). The final airframe VH-AWA was an
import from India in 1953 (note the missing rego VH-AWC was not
used by a Dove if you are wondering).

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04012, VH-AQP, Airlines (WA) Ltd, circa late 1940s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a colored strip (believed Red) encompassing the windows and upper nose.
The 'Airlines (WA) Ltd' logos are Black (either side of fuselage) as are the Regos VH-AQP. The vertical tail in this scheme is polished NMF with a
Red design consisting of 5 scalloped shapes emanating from the Red area at the front of the fin. Note the whip aerial, sited on the port side of the
cockpit fairing on this one.

The other photo of de
Havilland DH.104 Dove,
VH-AQP of Airlines (WA)
Ltd, taken at Perth circa
1949. Photo: AHMWA #
P880881 via Mick Mirkovic.
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The second colour scheme used by Airlines (WA) Ltd had the vertical
tail painted Gloss White, with the regos on it in small Black lettering.
On this scheme the Red encompassing the windows was extended
further to the rear (as the regos wee no longer in that position). This
scheme is covered by a photo of VH-AWA in Fred Niven's Ansett CD see review section issue 19/4.

VH-AWA, AWD and AWF were sold to MacRobertson Miller Airlines in
1955 and have been extensively covered in their MMA schemes (as
VH-MMN, MMO and MMP respectively) on page 1 and in issue 19/4.
VH-AWB and AWE went to Southern Airlines the same year and plans
are to cover the Southern schemes some time in the future.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04104, VH-AWA, Airlines (WA) Ltd, circa 1960s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and vertical tail. The coloured strip (believed Red) encompassing the windows
and upper nose is still present, but now extended at the rear. The 'Airlines (WA) Ltd' logos are Black (either side of fuselage) as are the Regos
VH-AWA. The vertical tail in this scheme has a Red design consisting of 6 scalloped shapes emanating from the Red area at the front of the fin.
Note the whip aerial, sited on the port side of the cockpit fairing and the additional D/F loop on the upper fuselage on this one.

Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia de Havilland DH.104 Dove VH-FDV at Derby WA circa 1960s. Photo: AHMWA #
P010742 via Mick Mirkovic.

Royal Flying Doctor Service

erator's titling on the upper fuselage, it was still basically in it's previous
MMA scheme, including the name 'RMA Ord' on the nose.

As the Doves were replaced by more modern (and usually larger) airframes with the major 2nd level operators, they filtered down to smaller
operators later in their lives. MacRobertson Miller's former VH-MMO
was sold to the Royal Flying Doctor Service of Aust (Vic Sect) in Jan
1959 and re-registered as VH-FDV. Apart from the change in the op-
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de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B, Const No 04091, VH-FDV, 'RMA Ord', Royal Flying Doctor Service, circa 1960s.
The scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a Red pin stripe separating the two. Royal Flying Doctor Service titles on the
fuselage were Red, as is the name 'RMA Ord'. Regos VH-FDV and the anti-glare panel are in Black. The aerial above the fuselage is striped
Black/White. Note the whip aerial, sited on the starboard side of the cockpit fairing.

RNZAF de Havilland DH.104 Devon C Mk.1, NZ1822. Photo:AHMWA # P880896 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH.104 Devon C Mk.1, NZ1822, RNZAF, probably 42 Squadron.
The scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage. Royal New Zealand Air Force titles on the fuselage are Black as are serials
NZ1822 and the anti-glare panel. RNZAF Red/White/Blue roundels in six positions plus fin flashes (this is pre 'Kiwi' roundels). Note the aerial, sited
above and below the port wing. Dark Blue stripe running the full length of the fuselage, plus two scallops on the vertical tail in the same colour.
Clear plexiglass cockpit roof and aerial attachment mount.
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Royal New Zealand Air Force
In addition to the civil Dove, DeH also sold a large number of the military Devon variants. The early Devons were very similar to Series Mk 1
etc Doves, main differences were usually in aerial fit and the the bulge
above the cockpit including the wierd D.F loop housing and aerial attachment fairing was often almost completely in clear plexiglass. The
RNZAF used a number of Devons, both as Navigational Trainers and
with 42 Sqn.

RNZAF Devon schemes varied a lot over time. Two later ones with
'Kiwi' roundels are illustrated in Scale Aircraft Modelling issue 20/8 (on
the Dove/Devon). One from 42 Squadron has the fuselage stripes and
tail scallops in a much lighter Blue than here. Another used as a Navigational Trainer has a large astrodome just behind the cockpit plus the
entire rear fuselage and tail plus wingtips in Dayglo Red.

RNZAF de Havilland DH.104 Devon C Mk.1, NZ1817. Note the different aerial layout on the port wingtip to NZ1822 above. Photo:
AHMWA # P880895 via Mick Mirkovic.

Operation Slipper (again) - see page 42 for the article
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P008535 - Lockheed SP-2H Neptune A89-278, of 10 Squadron RAAF in flight near Townsville Oct 1965.
P008543 - RAN Fairey Gannet AS.1 XA343, 307/Y of 816
Sqn RAN.

P008553 - Guinea Airways DC-3 VH-ANW at Parafield circa
1950.

P014079 (Left) - Lockheed P2V-5 (SP-2E) Neptune A89-310,
of 11 Squadron RAAF taxying to take off, circa 1960.
P014192 (Above) - USN Consolidated PB4Y-1 Liberator, Bu.No
32242, '76' 'the Killa Peter', probably at Labuan, circa 1945.
P014378 (Left)- Lineup of Mustangs with RACWA DH-82a Tiger Moths VH-AHN and VH-CMT, and also a DAP Beaufighter
21 during an air pageant at RAAF Pearce, 6 Oct 1950.
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P014379 - Stripped Wirraway in hangar display during an air
pageant at RAAF Pearce, 6 Oct 1950.

P014380 - Mustang and DH-82a Tiger Moth in hangar display
during an air pageant at RAAF Pearce, 6 Oct 1950.

P162907 - RAAF ARDU C-47B Dakota A65-95 taxying at
RAAF Pearce during an airshow on Oct 11 1986.

P880003 - No 23 Squadron RAAF Apr 1938. Hawker Demons
A1-48, A1-47 plus 4 others at Tammin.

P880004 - No 23 Squadron RAAF Apr 1938. Hawker Demons A1-48, A1-47 plus 4 others at Tammin.

Editor's Notes - This issue we have some WWII (or immediately
after) material, many of which are taken in Darwin and surrounds.
Captions are based on the ones held in the Museum records and
supplied by Mick along with the scans.

P881087 - 216 Squadron RAF Lockheed Hudson IV, EW951
LO-O, in flight over the Western Desert circa 1942.

Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference Nos with any enquiries to
identify items required. (Steve)
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH 

US Navy Douglas R6D-1

One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection
of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. Many of
these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up
in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular
airframe.
On this occasion we have a spread of photos of 'Heavy Metal' in service with QANTAS, TAA, USAAF and USN. I will not try to make up captions, just enjoy some magnificent photos of equally magnificent aircraft
no longer with us. (Steve - Editor).

First 3 (above and to right) - Qantas DC-4 VH-EBL
To Lower Right and first row on next page - QANTAS Electra
VH-ECD
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TAA DC-4s VH-TAA (upper) ans VH-TAR (2 lower photos).
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TAA DC-4 VH-TAS
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TAA DC-4 VH-TAS again, plus USAF C-54s and a C-131 (lower left).
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%XVKPDVWHUVDQG$6/$9VGHSOR\HGIRU2SHUDWLRQ6OLSSHU
By Steve Mackenzie
Below are some Defence photos of Bushmasters and ASLAVs deployed for Operation Slipper in Southern Afghanistan. Good photos of
vehicles deployed in operational zones are always useful and interesting for the details of how the crews distribute the equipment over the
vehicles. Particularly welcome are the photos of the new Bushmasters. The remainder of the text below is the official info on the deployment from the derfence site.
"A contingent of some 200 Australian Defence Force personnel has
arrived in Afghanistan as part of a Netherlands-led Provincial Reconstruction Team under the NATO International Security Assistance
Force's stage III expansion into southern Afghanistan.
Australia's contribution, known as the Reconstruction Task Force
(RTF), is a mix of engineers and security personnel deployed to Afghanistan for up to two years to work on reconstruction and community-based projects as part of Australia's commitment to assisting Afghanistan achieve a stable and secure future. The Australian contingent will be preparing the camp, conducting planning for RTF construction and trade training projects, and setting up the logistics supply
chain for when the main body arrives later in the year.
The majority of the task force is drawn from the Darwin area and
made up of personnel from the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment, which
will provide combat engineers and tradesmen (carpenters, plumbers,
electricians and plant operators) that will undertake the majority of the
RTF's construction activities. This includes skills training for the local
population to ensure the benefits of the deployment continue well after
our personnel have returned home.
The Australian protective force for the RTF is being provided by the
Brisbane-based Motorised Infantry of the 6th Battalion Royal Australian Regiment, equipped with Bushmaster vehicles; the 5th/7th Battalion of the Royal Australian Regiment (5/7 RAR), also with the bushmaster; and the Darwin-based 2nd Cavalry Regiment with ASLAV light
armoured vehicles. Command, logistics and support elements have
come from the Darwin-based 1st Brigade."
Editor's Notes - These photos were downloaded in their original large
format (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from the ADF Media Site (as listed below). See the site if you
wish to obtain the original larger scans.(Steve)
References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
defence.gov.au
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3LWFK%ODFN
Exercise Pitch Black is Australia's largest Air Combat exercise and is
held approximately every two years. Exercise Pitch Black provides exer- F16 Falcon
cise participants high complexity Air Combat training and allows Australian and its international friends to train together. In 2006, Exercise Pitch E2 Hawkeye
Black was held between the 28th of July and the 18th of August, with
flying concluding on the 9th of August.
KC-135R
Aircraft participating in the exercise were based at both RAAF Base F-5E
Tindal, near Katherine, and RAAF Base Darwin in the Northern Territory,
Australia. Exercise flying was planned to take place either over the
ocean or in the airspace south west of Katherine and Delamere.
Royal
RAAF Base Darwin hosted aircraft and personnel from the Royal Aus- Aircraft
tralian Air Force, the Singaporean Air Force the French Air Force and
the Royal Thai Air Force. RAAF Base Tindal was home to aircraft from E-3D
the Royal Australian Air Force.

Asset

Role

F-111

Strike/Reconnaissance

F/A-18 Hornet

Fighter (counter air) /Strike/Offensive Air Support

P/C9-A(F)

Forward Air Control

B707T

Air-refuelling

C130 J Hercules

Airlift (transport & cargo)

114MCRU

Mobile Control and Reporting (Radar)

Tactical Warning and Control
Air-refuelling
Multi-role fighter

Air Force (RAF)

There were approximately 1000 additional personnel deployed to RAAF
Royal Thai
Base Darwin and a further 700 personnel deployed to RAAF Base Tindal. Approximately 100 aircraft participated in Exercise Pitch Black Aircraft
2006. Types involved were as follows:
F16 Falcon

Royal Australian Air Force and Australian Army

Multi-role fighter

Role
Airborne Early Warning & Control

Air Force
Role
Multi-role fighter

This pictorial overview of Pitch Black 2006 is courtesy of the images
available on the Internet on the ADF Media site for Pitch Black. The
photos have been divided into groups.
Australia Group 1 - Misc
Australia Group 2 - F-111s
Australia Group 3 - F/A-18 Hornets
Republic of Singapore Air Force
Royal Air Force
Royal Thai Air Force
Editor's Notes - The original photos (plus full captions) are available as
large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each) from
the ADF Media Site. (Steve)

Rapier and RBS70 Ground Based Air Defence (SAM)

References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
defence.gov.au/

Republic of Singapore Air Force

All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.

Asset

Role

By Steve Mackenzie
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Yes it is the 20th Anniversary airframe (A21-26) with 75
Sqn markings and CDR ACG’s name on it………...
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Books, DVDs, Miniatures, Computer Games, Roleplaying Games
Chess Sets, Dragon Figures & other 12" Figures
Open 7 days - Open until 6pm weeknights
139 York St
Sydney
Just behind the QVB
Ph - (02) 9264 7560
E-mail - tcalder@ozemail.com.au
Web - www.napoleons.biz
All stock discounted via websales
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